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Human error is a leading cause of aviation accidents and can result in significant loss of life. To support decision-
making, the aviation industry collects extensive data, including written accident investigation reports that contain 
valuable information for risk analysis and accident management. Natural Language Processing (NLP) can assist 
experts in processing and analyzing these reports, enabling effective risk management and the proposal of 
preventive measures. This paper proposes a novel methodology for identifying human factors leading to aviation 
accidents using topic modeling based on contextual word-vector representations extracted from pre-trained 
Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers (BERT). The proposed approach differs from previous 
studies identified in a systematic literature review. This methodology can provide useful insights for proposing 
preventive measures and training plans to reduce the risk of human error. 
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1. Introduction 
Numerous industries and societies invest 

significant resources into the management of 
risks. Despite this, risk management poses 
various complex challenges and issues, 
particularly in relation to the foundation and 
implementation of Risk Analysis (RA). RA 
encompasses hazard identification, cause and 
consequence analysis, and risk assessment, 
enabling effective risk management and the 
prevention of potential accidents [1]. 

Consequently, any occurrence resulting from an 
unsafe act or condition can lead to adverse 
outcomes such as property damage, economic 
and social disruption, environmental 
degradation, and human fatalities. [2].  

Accidents in the aviation industry have far-
reaching consequences, causing both significant 
financial losses and loss of life [3]. The 
predominant cause of approximately 80% of such 
incidents is attributed to human error [4]. Indeed, 
despite the overall decrease in yearly accidents 
over the past few decades, Madeira et al., (2021) 
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observed a shift in the primary latent cause of 
incidents towards human factors.  

Furthermore, the aviation industry gathers 
data from diverse sources in varying formats, such 
as voice recordings from air traffic control, flight 
data from onboard measurement devices, and 
written accident investigation reports [6,7]. 
Accident investigation, a safety technique aimed 
at identifying and reporting the causes of a given 
accident, is critical in preventing future accidents 
and similar incidents through internal reporting 
and investigation. The significance of a robust 
investigation lies in the potential to derive 
preventive insights from past unexpected events 
[8,9].  

In compliance with the regulations set forth 
by national and international regulatory bodies, 
companies are required to maintain a 
comprehensive collection of accident reports to 
enable safety professionals to analyze and address 
identified root causes [10,11]. However, the sheer 
volume of reports, which are typically written in 
natural language, makes it nearly impossible for 
human review of the entire database [12]. By 
leveraging Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
techniques, information from the text can be 
extracted, organized, and classified, allowing for 
the automatic identification of patterns[13]. As a 
result, the application of NLP techniques seems a 
promising solution to support RA. 

The present study employed topic modelling 
utilizing contextual word embeddings extracted 
from pre-trained BERT [14] to identify human 
factors associated with aviation accidents. The 
proposed model was applied to a public database 
comprising accident investigation reports 
conducted by the National Transportation Safety 
Board (NTSB) between 1982 and 2022 [15]. 

2. Literature Review  
The current body of literature (e.g., 

Ahmadpour-geshlagi et al., 2020; Andrzejczak et 
al., 2014; Baker et al., 2020; Hughes et al., 2018; 
Lombardi et al., 2019; Muguro et al., 2020; Single 
et al., 2020; Stephen and Labib, 2018) has utilized 
NLP techniques to extract information from 
accident investigation reports; however, certain 
limitations remain. For example, Kuhn (2019), 
applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic 
modelling to identify known issues causing 
aviation accidents. Nevertheless, LDA represents 
a document as a Bag-of-Words (BoW) and does 

not account for the contextual relationships 
between words in a sentence. The author 
identified generic topics and failed to conduct a 
detailed analysis of the causes of accidents. 
Moreover, the author identified the human factor 
as the most represented topic but did not elaborate 
on the factors involved. In Yildiz et al. (2017), 
pilot fatigue was identified as the leading cause of 
aviation accidents, and the authors focused on 
modeling and analyzing fatigue. However, 
different types of human errors may lead to an 
accident, and identifying these factors offers a 
broad understanding of potential hazards, 
enabling the implementation of preventive 
measures to enhance safety.  

By utilizing NLP techniques, text data can 
be analyzed computationally with minimal 
manual effort. In the realm of aviation safety, 
there is a paucity of research investigating and 
identifying the human factors contributing to 
accidents through NLP using accident narratives. 
To address this gap, we employ topic modeling 
techniques, utilizing contextual word-vector 
representations from pre-trained BERT [14], to 
identify human factors leading to aviation 
accidents. 

3. Methodology 
The proposed methodology can be summarized as 
follows: first, we performed data analysis, where 
the information contained in the aviation database 
is analyzed and the scope of the study is defined, 
selecting the relevant information. Next, we 
performed topic modelling, where we grouped 
similar accident causes, extracted the main topic 
of each group, and identified the human factor 
related to each accident group. 

3.1. Aviation Accidents Data Analysis 
The National Transportation Safety Board 

(NTSB) is responsible for investigating and 
reporting on accidental transportation events, 
including aviation accidents, certain road 
accidents, marine accidents, and the release of 
hazardous materials that occur during 
transportation. The NTSB aviation accident 
database contains factual information obtained 
from completed investigations of US civil 
aviation accidents and incidents. Initially, a 
preliminary report is made available online 
shortly after the accident, and this is later 
replaced by a final report detailing the accident 
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and its probable cause. The NTSB database is 
accessible to the public, and our analysis 
involved examining aviation accident 
investigation reports conducted from 1982 to 
October 2022 [15]. 

The database encompasses over 20,000 
documents that are organized into spreadsheets, 
providing extensive details about the accident, 
including the date of occurrence, the number of 
people who sustained injuries, the severity of 
injuries, and whether the individuals involved 
were passengers or crew members. Although the 
database covers a wide range of information, our 
primary focus is on the “accident description”, 
which provides a more detailed narrative of the 
incident, including information related to its cause 
and effects. The database also contains a separate, 
shorter, narrative referred to as the “accident 
cause description”, which outlines the cause of the 
accident. However, this information is not 
consistently available and lacks standardization, 
making it challenging for experts to extract 
insights about common causes of accidents and 
develop effective preventive measures.  

Raw text data often includes irrelevant 
information that can affect the accuracy of 
predictive models, such as punctuation, 
stopwords, and typos. Therefore, text 
preprocessing is a crucial step in improving data 
quality by removing unwanted information, 
homogenizing documents, and reducing 
computational costs [5]. Text preprocessing 
involves a set of operations that are applied to 
textual data to eliminate noise and standardize the 
format. This is particularly important because text 
data often contain special characters, numbers, 
and dates that can add to the noise. 

In this study, we performed text 
preprocessing on the “accident descriptions” and 
“accident cause descriptions” using both string 
methods and functions from the NLTK library 
[26]. The aim was to improve the data quality and 
reduce noise in the textual data before performing 
further analysis. Three preprocessing operations 
were applied: stop word filtering, lowercasing, 
and tokenization. Stop word filtering was used to 
remove non-informative terms such as “the”, “it”, 
and “is”. The terms were also converted to 
lowercase to standardize the text. Finally, 
tokenization was applied to split the text into 
individual words, or tokens, allowing for further 
analysis and processing. 

Once the preprocessing step was completed, 
we filtered the database to select only those 
accidents that contained both the event description 
and the “accident cause description”. 
Furthermore, we narrowed our focus to accidents 
related to human error, as we aim to identify 
human factors. To automatically identify such 
accidents, we searched for the expression ‘pilot's 
failure’ in the descriptions, resulting in a dataset 
of 10,530 accidents. This approach ensured that 
the selected accidents were relevant to our 
research question and allowed us to proceed with 
further analysis of the data. 

To prepare the preprocessed accident 
descriptions for fine-tuning with the pre-trained 
BERT model, we added special tokens [CLS] and 
[SEP] to mark the beginning and end of each 
description. The BERT model was originally pre-
trained using such a format, making it necessary 
to use this format for fine-tuning. To achieve this, 
we utilized the ‘AutoTokenizer’ from the 
transformers library, which splits the sentences 
into a sequence of tokens based on punctuation 
and sub-word units, maps vocabulary tokens to 
indices, and converts raw text to sparse index 
encodings. The cleaned sentences were processed 
by the tokenizer, and sequences were padded with 
zeros to a maximum length since the BERT model 
requires inputs that have the same shape and size. 

3.2. Topic Modelling 
Accident descriptions often contain 

information about the cause of the incident, but 
extracting this information manually can be a 
time-consuming task for experts. To address this 
issue, an automatic classifier could be developed 
to identify accident causes from the descriptions, 
allowing experts to evaluate them more efficiently 
and uncover common patterns. However, training 
such a classifier requires a labelled database of 
accidents, which can be challenging to create. In 
this study, we utilized topic modeling on the 
“accident cause descriptions” to identify common 
causes and label the database more efficiently. It 
is worth noting that the NTSB dataset used in this 
research provides cause descriptions rather than 
categorized causes. 

Topic modeling techniques can be a 
valuable resource for revealing common themes 
within a set of documents. Popular models, such 
as LDA and its variants [27], characterize a 
document as a BoW and model each document as 
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a combination of underlying topics. However, 
BoW representations do not consider the context 
of words within a sentence. In contrast, BERT 
[14] has demonstrated impressive performance in 
generating context-based word-vector and 
sentence-vector representations [28]. In light of 
this, we employed a topic modeling strategy based 
on [29]. 

Our analysis pipeline first utilizes a pre-
trained language model to convert each “accident 
cause description” into its corresponding 
embedding representation, capturing document-
level information. We then reduce the 
dimensionality of these embeddings through 
Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection 
(UMAP) [30], a technique which optimizes the 
clustering process. Using Hierarchical Density-
Based Cluster Analysis (HDBSCAN) [31], we 
group semantically similar accident causes into 
clusters, each representing a distinct topic. Finally, 
we extract topic representations from the resulting 
clusters of documents using a variant of the 
widely used TF-IDF [32] technique. 

Accidents cause descriptions are embedded 
in vector space that can be compared 
semantically. We assume that documents 
containing the same topic are semantically 
similar. To perform the first step, we loaded the 
Pytorch implementation of pre-trained BERT, 
specifically the ‘BertForSequenceClassification’ 
model, available at the transformers library [33]. 
We inputted the accident cause descriptions into 
the BERT model and extracted feature vectors for 
each word from the last layer. This step allowed 
us to represent each description as a dense vector 
in the BERT embedding space, capturing its 
semantic meaning. 

To put it simply, each word in the accident 
cause description is represented as a vector with 
768 features. As a result, each document, 
comprising  words, is represented by  768-
dimensional vectors. However, for the clustering 
process, each document must be represented by a 
single vector. To achieve this, we compute the 
mean of the n embedding vectors to obtain a 
vector representation for each document. 

To reduce the dimensionality of the 768-
dimensional vectors representing each word in the 
accident cause descriptions, we used UMAP. 
Although t-SNE [34] and PCA [35] are 
commonly used for dimensionality reduction, 
UMAP offers a better balance between preserving 

the global structure of the data and running time 
when projecting to lower dimensions [36]. 

In the next step we performed unsupervised 
clustering using HDBSCAN. HDBSCAN is 
advantageous because it can automatically 
identify the number of clusters, or partitions, 
without requiring this information as input. 
Additionally, HDBSCAN is capable of 
identifying dense clusters, and it does not require 
that every data point is assigned to a cluster. 
Outliers, or data points that do not belong to any 
cluster, can be detected as well [31,37]. The 
scikit-learn library was used to implement both 
UMAP and HDBSCAN in this study [38]. 

Next, a class-based variation of TF-IDF is 
applied to the set of clusters obtained. 
Specifically, TF-IDF formula (Eq. 2) is adopted 
for multiple classes by joining multiple 
documents per class.  

 (1) 

The given formula uses , which represents 
the frequency of each word  in each class  after 
normalization. The value of  represents the total 
number of documents, and  is the document 
frequency of word  across all classes. Thus, 
each cluster is converted to a single document 
instead of a set of documents. 

By assigning a single importance value  
to each word  in a cluster , we can generate a 
topic. This approach allows us to identify the most 
significant  words in each cluster, which provide 
a reliable representation of the topic. In this study, 
we selected the top 5 words to describe the 
primary topic of each cluster. Using this method, 
we evaluated the factors that contribute to 
accidents caused by human error and labeled the 
accidents based on the identified human factors. 

5. Results 
To prepare for cluster analysis, we 

transformed the preprocessed “accident cause 
descriptions” associated with pilot errors into 
embeddings. The embeddings were initially 
comprised of 768 dimensions, but we reduced 
them to just 5 using UMAP. Next, we utilized the 
HDBSCAN algorithm to fit the reduced 
embeddings, which resulted in 98 clusters. 
However, due to the large number of clusters, we 
merged them together by means of cosine 
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similarity. This allowed for easier and more 
efficient cluster analysis [37].  

Thus, theanalysis resulted in a total of 11 
clusters, with one of them being labeled as ‘-1’. 
This cluster contained 5,913 instances which were 
not assigned to any specific cluster. Fig. 1 
illustrates the distribution of instances across 
clusters 0 to 9, and it can be observed that the 
clusters are fairly balanced with a combined total 
of 4,617 instances. To uncover the main topic of 
each cluster, we applied TF-IDF to the data and 
extracted the top 5 most significant words. In the 
upcoming section, we will delve into the topics 
identified in each cluster and correlate them with 
the respective human factors. 

 
Fig. 1. The number of instances per cluster. 

In the next section, we will present the 
analysis of the topics in each cluster and the 
identification of the corresponding human factors.  

 
5.1. Topic Analysis 
In Table 1, we present the top 5 words associated 
with each cluster. It is evident from the topics 
that the ‘-1’ cluster does not depict a specific 
accident cause or human factor. This is because 
the words that represent this cluster are general 
and likely to be present in all “accident cause 
descriptions”. For instance, we can expect words 
such as 'airplane' and 'flight' to appear in all 
accidents, or that the described events ultimately 
'resulted' in an accident or consequence. Our 
next step was to examine the topics identified in 
clusters 0 to 9 and determine the human factors 
responsible for each accident. Our aim is to 
construct a labeled dataset that can be used to 
train a classifier to recognize descriptions of 
accidents associated with human factors. 

Table 1. The top 5 words of each cluster were 
obtained using TF-IDF. 
Clu
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Top 5 words 
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Flight Result
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bution 

Runw
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0 Directi
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ain 

Take
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Lines Low Maint
ain

3 Bounce
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per 
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4 Directi
onal 
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Runw
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Loop Roll 
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ed 
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Cross
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7 Fuel 
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Engin
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Power Total 

8 Compe
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Accid
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Cross
wind 

 

Our clustering analysis revealed that clusters 
0 and 4 are characterized by accidents caused by 
loss of directional control. The term ‘directional’ 
was found to be the most significant word in both 
clusters, strongly indicating this type of accident. 
Moreover, the words ‘control’ and ‘maintain’ in 
cluster 0 were found to be directly related to loss 
of directional control, suggesting a clear 
relationship between them. In cluster 4, the terms 
‘runway’ and ‘excursion’ were also associated 
with this type of accident. Based on these 
findings, we labeled the accidents in clusters 0 
and 4 with the human factor ‘loss of directional 
control’.  

Cluster 1 accidents were labeled with 
‘maneuver/action failure’. The main topic of 
cluster 1 appears to be related to improper actions 
or maneuvers. The occurrence of words like 
‘flare’, ‘hard’, and ‘landing’ along with 
‘improper’ may indicate improper actions that 
result in a hard landing and/or improper 
flare/landing. The top words in cluster 2 suggest 
that accidents occur due to obstacles, as evidenced 
by the words ‘lines’ and ‘clearance’, which refer 
to power lines and maintaining clearance from 
objects. Additionally, the word ‘low’ is likely 
related to the aircraft's altitude, which combined 
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with the word ‘maintain’, is a good indication that 
the accidents are related to a failure to maintain 
the correct altitude to avoid the obstacle. As a 
result, accidents in cluster 2 were labeled with 
‘obstacle clearance failure’. 

The top words in cluster 5, such as ‘stall’, 
‘adequate’, and ‘airspeed’, are highly specific and 
suggest failure to maintain appropriate stall speed. 
Therefore, the accidents in cluster 5 were tagged 
with the human factor ‘airspeed control failure’. It 
appears that clusters 6 and 8 share similar themes, 
so we opted to assign the same human factor to 
accidents in these clusters (similar to what was 
done with clusters 0 and 4). The top words in 
these clusters indicate that the accidents were 
caused by gusty winds and crosswind conditions. 
Additionally, words like ‘compensation’, 
‘inadequate’, and ‘adequate’ lead us to conclude 
that the accidents were due to failure to 
compensate for such conditions. 

Cluster 7 is mainly associated with accidents 
that are linked to the fuel level. The key term in 
this cluster is ‘fuel’, and other terms such as 
‘exhaustion’, ‘loss’, ‘power’, and ‘engine’ further 
indicate situations where low fuel levels may lead 
to engine power loss, for instance, when the pilot 
overlooks or fails to maintain the appropriate fuel 
level. As a result, the accidents in cluster 7 were 
classified as ‘failure to maintain fuel level’. 

Finally, cluster 9’s topic does not seem to be 
related to human error. Its primary words include 
‘carburetor’ and ‘engine’, indicating that accidents 
may be due to equipment malfunction. As the 
purpose of the suggested approach is to recognize 
human factors, clusters -1 and 9 will be 
disregarded. This determination is reasonable 
because the methodology aims to label the 
accident database in a clear, direct, and mostly 
automated way, meaning that it is unnecessary to 
evaluate each case’s descriptions individually. 
Thus, the analysis of the topics resulted in the 
identification of seven ‘Human Factor’, which are 
summarized in Table 2.  
Table 2. Human factors identified after topic analysis. 

Cluster Human Factor 
0 and 4 Control failure 

1 Action failure 
2 Obstacle clearance failure 
3 Landing recovery failure 
5 Airspeed control failure 

6 and 8 Flight conditions compensation failure 
7 Failure to maintain fuel  

 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented a 

methodology that facilitates the identification of 
human factors associated with aviation accidents. 
Since human factors are a major cause of such 
accidents, accident investigation reports provide 
valuable information for making informed 
decisions and identifying causes to prevent 
recurrence. Our proposed methodology involves 
labeling the accident dataset, which is crucial for 
developing the classifier, with minimal effort and 
without manual analysis of each “accident 
description”. We utilized contextual embeddings 
and topic modeling to identify human factor 
categories and labeled the accidents accordingly. 
We used a public database called NTSB, which 
allowed us to identify and summarize the 
categories into seven separate clusters. Our 
contributions are expected to assist experts in 
identifying common causes of human error, 
providing insights to devise preventive measures 
and training programs to mitigate the risk of 
human failure. 

The labeled dataset obtained could be used 
to train a classifier. This could prove to be helpful 
as accident descriptions are usually lengthy, and 
automatically identifying the human factors 
responsible for the accident could save time for 
experts during the analysis process. Additionally, 
the proposed methodology is straightforward to 
implement and can be applied periodically to 
identify any new human factors and retrain the 
classifier. This ensures that the classifier remains 
current and up-to-date at all times. 
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